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Aquarium Product  

 Filter System (Freshwater & Saltwater)  

 Internal Filter  

 Eheim (Filter System) BioPower 160 (550 L/hr)(6w) 
Eheim (Filter Media) Liberty SubstratPro Pad (450m2/liter) Eheim (Filter System) BioPower 200 (650
L/hr)(6w)
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Brand:( Eheim ) 
 Product Name: Eheim (Filter System)
BioPower 160 (550 L/hr)(6w)  
 SKU: Eheim BioPower 160 (550
L/hr)(6w)
 Barcode Link:  Price:  Baht 2,290.00  
 Ask a question about this product  
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Barcode 4011708240113 
                                                                   Guarantee 3 year
send factory  EHEIM biopower 160  EAN:   4011708240113  
Item number:   2411020    With EHEIM biopower you have a
high performance internal filter that has never before
existed. It has got its all-round rotatable pumphead, its
modular construction and further features from the aquaball
concept. The special thing about biopower is that it offers
multilayer filtration just like an external filter. The closed filter
baskets are filled with highly efficient filter medial (e.g.
SUBSTRATpro). The inlet basket with filter cartridge for the
mechanical-biological prefiltration is located at the bottom. The
water sucked in at the bottom is pumped to the top through the
various filter Â  Â layers and after filtration directed back into
the tank. There are 3 models for aquariums from 80 up to 240
litres.  The aquaball concept with external filter technology
External filter technology and multi-layer filtration â€“ that
means: the water at the bottom is pumped to the top through
the various filter layers and after filtration directed back into the
tank. The closed filter baskets come prefilled with EHEIM
SUBSTRATpro. Other filter media can also be used. The inlet
basket contains a filter cartridge for the mechanical-biological Â
prefiltration. In the pumphead holder a filter pad provides
additional filtration. By adding or removing filter modules (filter
baskets) you can adjust the filter volume as necessary.   For
extending the filter use ExtensionSET2 The filter baskets can
be easily clipped together and released (Easy-Klick Locking
System)  Due to the modular construction the filter cartridges or
media can be cleaned at different intervals thus preserving
bacteria cultures.   The ball shaped pumphead sits in a ball
socket and can be turned right round. Thus the outflow of the
filtered water can be aimed in any direction. The pump output
and throughflow can be set by the control knob Â on the
outflow nozzle. The Â power-diffusor is adjusted to regulate the
air intake and thus the oxygen enrichment in the aquarium.
(Instead of the diffusor, other extension pieces can be used;
see accessories) The holder for biopower is simply fixed to the
glass with suction cups. For cleaning, exchanging modules or
filling with filter media, the filter is simply removed from its
holder.    
Model

BioPower
160

BioPower
200

BioPower
240

Voltage 220-240 VAC 50Hz
Pump Power 6w 8w
UVC Power -
Power Cord 1.5 m

Capacity
Plant 180 L 220 L 250 L
Freshwater 110 L 130 L 150 L
Saltwater 55 L 65 L 75 L
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Flow Rate 550 L/hr 650 L/hr 750 L/hr
Max Contain 0.38 L 0.53 L 0.68 L
Media Contain 0.38 L 0.53 L 0.68 L
Media Basket -
Basket Size -
Inlet Hose Size Grill
Outlet Hose Size -

 
 

Number pieces in packaging:1Number pieces in box:12      

Customer Reviews:

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
Please log in to write a review.

 
   

You may also be interested in this/these product(s)

    Vendor Information
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